
substructural elements found in many small
molecules (13), developing better methods for
iteratively coupling those building blocks togeth-
er, and advancing the capacity for biosynthesis-
inspired cyclizations of linear precursors to yield
complex natural product frameworks. Achieving
these objectives stands to better enable the scien-
tific community to bring the substantial power of
small-molecule synthesis to bear upon many im-
portant unsolved problems in society.
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LUNAR GEOLOGY

A young multilayered terrane of
the northern Mare Imbrium revealed
by Chang’E-3 mission
Long Xiao,1,2* Peimin Zhu,1* Guangyou Fang,3* Zhiyong Xiao,1,4 Yongliao Zou,5

Jiannan Zhao,1 Na Zhao,1 Yuefeng Yuan,1 Le Qiao,1 Xiaoping Zhang,2 Hao Zhang,1

Jiang Wang,1 Jun Huang,1 Qian Huang,1 Qi He,1 Bin Zhou,3 Yicai Ji,3 Qunying Zhang,3

Shaoxiang Shen,3 Yuxi Li,3 Yunze Gao3

China’s Chang’E-3 (CE-3) spacecraft touched down on the northern Mare Imbrium of the
lunar nearside (340.49°E, 44.12°N), a region not directly sampled before. We report
preliminary results with data from the CE-3 lander descent camera and from the Yutu
rover’s camera and penetrating radar. After the landing at a young 450-meter crater rim,
the Yutu rover drove 114 meters on the ejecta blanket and photographed the rough surface
and the excavated boulders. The boulder contains a substantial amount of crystals, which
are most likely plagioclase and/or other mafic silicate mineral aggregates similar to
terrestrial dolerite. The Lunar Penetrating Radar detection and integrated geological
interpretation have identified more than nine subsurface layers, suggesting that this region
has experienced complex geological processes since the Imbrian and is compositionally
distinct from the Apollo and Luna landing sites.

C
hang’E-3 (CE-3) landed at 340.49°E, 44.12°N
on the Moon on 14 December 2013, and it
released the Yutu (Jade Rabbit) rover the
next morning (1). This was the first soft land-
ing on the Moon since the Soviet Union’s

Luna 24 mission in 1976 and is a new landing site
in the north part of the Mare Imbrium (fig. S1).
Yutu is China’s first lunar geologic mission and
traveled in total ~114 m on the lunar surface. Fol-
lowing a zigzagging route, Yutu came to a halt
about 20 m to the southwest of the landing site
(Fig. 1). Yutu explored the lunar surface and sub-
surface near a young crater (fig. S2) using its four
main instruments: Panoramic Camera, Lunar Pen-
etrating Radar (LPR), Visible–Near Infrared Spec-
trometer (VNIS), and Active Particle-Induced
X-ray Spectrometer (APXS). In this study, we re-
port the preliminary results obtained from the
cameras and LPR.

High-resolution images returned by both Yutu
and the lander show that the landing site fea-
tures thin regolith and numerous small craters
that are centimeters to tens of meters in diam-
eter (Fig. 1 and figs. S3 to S6). Although at the
regional scale the mare surface at the landing
site appears relatively flat, the landing site is lo-
cated ~50 m from the eastern rim of the ~450-m
crater (C1) (2). The traversed area of the Yutu
rover was wholly restricted within the continu-
ous ejecta deposits (fig. S2). Crater size-frequency
distribution measurements (2) for the continu-
ous ejecta deposits of the C1 crater yield a mini-
mum model age of ~27 million years (My) and a
maximum model age of ~80 My, which is late
Copernican (3), consistent with the estimation
made from the preservation state of the crater
and from the meter-sized boulders observed on
the crater rim (2).
Yutu drove very close to the rim of the C1 crater,

and its panoramic cameras photographed the
shape and interior features of the crater. A full
image of the crater was also acquired (fig. S4A)
when Yutu stood behind the Loong rock (posi-
tion number 13 in Fig. 1) (1). This circular-rimmed
crater has distinct rocky walls and rims, except
on the northern side. The ejected boulders are
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irregular in shape and of various sizes, which
are up to several meters tall and wide—e.g., the
Loong rock (~4 m long by ~1.5 m high).
Small craters on the ejecta blanket of the C1

crater vary in shape, roughness, and albedo (fig.
S4). Regolith exhumed by Yutu’s wheels has a
lower reflectance comparedwith regolith on the
surface, which is probably due to larger grain
sizes of regolith at depths (fig. S5). Extensive
shallow and linear features are visible around
the landing site (figs. S5 and S6). Most of them
occur in two preferential directions and are in-
tersected and/or cross-cut with each other (figs.
S5 and S6). Although this region was affected
by the recoil rockets during the landing pro-
cess, as evident from the inset image shown in
Fig. 1, any rocket jets would have formed con-
tinuous, multidirectional and/or radial features
on the surface, which are not observed along
the track of the Yutu rover. Furthermore, newly
created surface features on the Moon should
have a rougher appearance and display distinc-
tively lower albedos compared with the sur-
roundings, which are not observed at the landing
site either. Nearby impact craters may also dis-
tribute radial ejecta rays to the surroundings,
but their potential in forming such multigroup
subparallel linear features is low. Alternatively,
linear features with comparable scales and sim-
ilar appearances were widely observed at the
Apollo 11, 12, and 15 landing sites, which were
interpreted to be caused by a combination of

obliquely incident sunlight and small surface
topographic irregularities (4, 5). The linear fea-
tures observed at the CE-3 landing site, there-
fore, could simply be illumination features caused
by the undulated surface.
Orbital chemical composition measurements

from the gamma ray spectrometer onboard
Lunar Prospector revealed that this area may
be covered by intermediate Ti mare basalts
[TiO2 = 5 T 1 weight percent (wt %) and FeO =
20 T 2 wt %] (6). The Loong rock appears to be
homogeneous in high-resolution images obtained
by the Yutu rover (fig. S7). Coarse granular or
porphyritic textures are visible within the boul-
der. The light-colored crystals are ~1.5 to 2 cm
in length and exhibit diffuse margins (fig. S7B).
Image comparisons between this outcrop and
the Lunar Sample Compendium (http://curator.
jsc.nasa.gov/lunar/lsc) indicate that the Loong
rock is distinct in texture from the other lunar
basalts or breccias. The light-colored crystals are
most likely plagioclases or aggregates of plagi-
oclase (7) and other mafic silicate minerals—e.g.,
pyroxene and olivine (8)—indicating that this
boulder may be coarse-crystalline basalt or dol-
erite excavated by the impact that formed the
C1 crater.
The LPR onboard Yutu consists of two types

of antennas that have different frequencies,
allowing subsurface structures at the landing
site to be resolved at different depths and ver-
tical resolutions (2, 9, 10). The dominant fre-

quencies of these two channels are 60 MHz
(Channel 1) and 500 MHz (Channel 2). The LPR
has obtained radar echoes along the whole
traverse of Yutu. Here, we report the preliminary
interpretations on the radar data returned from
the two antennas.
The LPR data have been processed using a

standard calibration method (2, 9, 10). The Chan-
nel 1 radar reveals subsurface structures to depths
of ~400 m and resolves several interfaces that
have clear reflection characteristics (Fig. 2B).
Subsurface structures less than ~20 m deep are
not well resolved by the Channel 1 radar be-
cause of both the lower resolution and signal-
to-noise ratio caused by signal saturation at such
small depths (2, 10). The Channel 2B data, how-
ever, reveal structures at depths less than 12 m
but with greater detail compared with the Chan-
nel 1 data (Fig. 2A).
The Yutu rover surveyed a small area over

the Eratosthenian basalts within the Imbrium
basin. These mare basalts are believed to be
among the youngest [~2.5 billion years (Gy) old]
(11), compared with the landing sites of Apollo
and Luna missions (3). The uppermost and also
the youngest stratigraphic unit at the landing
site is a regolith layer formed from the ejecta
deposits excavated in the formation of the C1

crater (layer a in Fig. 2A). This layer is ~1 m
thick, as inferred from the morphology of small
craters at the landing site [(2) and fig. S3]. At
different locations along Yutu’s track, small

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 13 MARCH 2015 • VOL 347 ISSUE 6227 1227

Fig. 1. Yutu’s path on the Moon. The cyan and yellow
dots mark the first and second lunar daytime stops,
which ended on 24 December 2013 and 15 January
2014, respectively. The numbers aligned to the dots
denote the positions where the LPR was rebooted. The
white dots indicate positions where the APXS, VNIS,
and panoramic camera gathered data. The context
image was taken by the descent camera at an elevation
of ~120 m, and the lower left corner was blocked by the
lander. The inset image shows the positions of the CE-3
lander (blue arrow), the Yutu rover (yellow arrow), and
its track (dark gray line) (the white arrow points to the
spot where Yutu rested for the first lunar night). The
inset image was taken by the Lunar Reconnaissance
Orbiter Camera Narrow Angle Camera (LROC NAC;
NASA/Goddard/Arizona State University).
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craters postdating the C1 crater, such as the C2
and C4 craters (Fig. 1), have modified the local
regolith thickness by impact excavation and
deposition. This thickness variation is also re-
solved in the interpreted layer a from the Channel
2B data, which is ~2 m thick between positions
3 and 4 and ~1 m thick at the rest area along
Yutu’s track (Fig. 2A). Below the surface reg-
olith layer are the remnant ejecta deposits from
the C1 crater, which are generally thicker near
the crater rim and then thin outwardly (12). This
layer of ~1 to ~4 m is recognized in the Chan-
nel 2B data (layer b in Fig. 2A), which is thicker
from positions 4 to 16 (Fig. 1). Also, there may
be many rocks with the size of about 0.3 to 1 m
within the ejecta deposits, based on the pre-
sence of diffraction events of radar wave (see
fig. S14).
Before the C1 crater formed ~27 to 80 million

years ago (Ma), a boulder-bearing paleoregolith
layer (c in Fig. 2A) had accumulated at the base
of the Eratosthenian basalts [~2.5 billion years
ago (Ga)] by space weathering and impact gar-
dening. Continuous ejecta from the C1 crater was
then deposited (layer b in Fig. 2A) over this paleo-
regolith layer. This layer is consistent with the
third layer recognized at depths from ~4 to ~10m
from the Channel 2B (layer c in Fig. 2A). It ex-
hibits a wide range of thickness from ~2 to ~6 m,
which is consistent with the large variety of rego-
lith depth over small distances on the Moon (13).
It may be a record of the nonuniform production
rate of regolith over the lunar surface and/or
the disturbance by later impacts, such as the C1

crater. Materials at depths larger than ~6 to 10m
(layer d in Fig. 2A) show regular layering and the
radar echoes indicating larger density compared
with shallower regolith or fractured ejecta de-
posits. These radar features suggest that layer
d is made of thick competent rocks, most likely

1228 13 MARCH 2015 • VOL 347 ISSUE 6227 sciencemag.org SCIENCE

Fig. 2. Results and interpretations of
the LPR Channel-2B and Channel-1 data.
(A) Channel-2B. (B) Channel-1. The interpreted
interfaces are marked as dashed lines and
arrows and are labeled from a to i. The red
numbers on the top of the profiles correspond
to the positions marked along Yutu’s track
shown in Fig. 1. The time-to-depth conversion
for the LPR profiles are based on the empirical
dielectric constant e. e = 3 (2) for the
Channel-2B data, and the dielectric constants
(17) for the Channel-1 data are shown in
table S1.

Fig. 3. Sketched geological cross section and
an inferred profile of the CE-3 landing site.Yutu
has detected seven subsurface interfaces, which
formed from Imbrian to Copernican. Letters a to i
indicate interpreted subsurface layers based on
LPR data (Fig. 2).
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similar to the Eratosthenian basalts beneath the
paleoregolith layer.
The Channel 1 data reveal that the Eratosthe-

nian basalts at the landing site extend to a depth
of ~35 m (layer d in Fig. 2, A and B), which is
consistent with the depth estimated from near-
by impact craters that have excavated deeper
Imbrian materials (14). Two clear interfaces that
feature higher radar reflection strengths are
shown at depths ~35 m and ~50 m (layer e in
Fig. 2B), respectively. This fifth layer (layer e), is
interpreted to be the paleoregolith formed on
top of the Imbrian lava flows (>~3.3 Ga) (11),
over which the Eratosthenian basalts were em-
placed subsequently. A deeper layer between
~50 and 140 m has similar radar reflections to
the Eratosthenian basalts resolved in layer d,
suggesting that this layer probably represents
the latest Imbrian basalts that filled in the
Imbrium basin around 3.3 Ga (layer f in Fig.
2B). Other subhorizontal interfaces are visible
at depths larger than ~140 m, such as those at
depths of ~240 and ~360 m (layers g, h, and i
in Fig. 2B). Interestingly, layer g shows different
reflection texture compared with layers f and h.
The reflection wave is comparable to those of
bedded rocks—e.g., sedimentary or pyroclastic
rocks on Earth. Considering the geological his-
tory of the lunar mare area (15), we propose that
this layer is probably bedded or interlayered lava
flow and/or pyroclastic rocks or thin and multi-
layered basaltic lavas.
Current regional geologic studies suggest that

at least five episodes of lava eruptions filled the
northeast region of the Imbrium basin, forming
about 1-km-thick basaltic layers (16). Yutu’s LPR
has revealed five distinct episodes of pyroclastic/
lava filling events within the upper ~400 m depth,
although it is very likely that more episodes of
volcanic eruptions have filled the Imbrium basin
at greater depths (8).
Integrated geologic and geophysical explora-

tions using the scientific payloads onboard the
Yutu rover have revealed the detailed subsurface
geological structures and the geological history
of this area. Compared with previous Apollo and
Luna landing sites, this area has the youngest
mare basalts that appear to have unusual petro-
fabric characteristics. The LPR data have revealed
complex subsurface structures of shallow crust
within the mare, providing valuable information
to reveal the lava eruption extents, style, and fill-
ing history within the Imbrium basin and the
production history of regolith since ~3.3 Ga (Fig.
3). The available data suggest that the diversity of
geological characteristics and thermal history
of different lunar mare areas indicates there is
more complex geological history than we had
thought.
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QUANTUM WALKS

Strongly correlated quantum
walks in optical lattices
Philipp M. Preiss,1 Ruichao Ma,1 M. Eric Tai,1 Alexander Lukin,1 Matthew Rispoli,1

Philip Zupancic,1* Yoav Lahini,2 Rajibul Islam,1 Markus Greiner1†

Full control over the dynamics of interacting, indistinguishable quantum particles is an
important prerequisite for the experimental study of strongly correlated quantum
matter and the implementation of high-fidelity quantum information processing. We
demonstrate such control over the quantum walk—the quantum mechanical analog of
the classical random walk—in the regime where dynamics are dominated by interparticle
interactions. Using interacting bosonic atoms in an optical lattice, we directly observed
fundamental effects such as the emergence of correlations in two-particle quantum walks,
as well as strongly correlated Bloch oscillations in tilted optical lattices. Our approach can
be scaled to larger systems, greatly extending the class of problems accessible via
quantum walks.

Q
uantum walks are the quantum me-
chanical analogs of the classical random
walk process, describing the propagation
of quantum particles on periodic poten-
tials (1, 2). Unlike classical objects, par-

ticles performing a quantum walk can be in a
superposition state and take all possible paths
through their environment simultaneously, lead-
ing to faster propagation and enhanced sensi-
tivity to initial conditions. These properties have
generated considerable interest in using quan-

tum walks for the study of position-space quan-
tum dynamics and for quantum information
processing (3). Two distinct models of quantum
walk with similar physical behavior were devised:
(i) the discrete-time quantum walk (1), in which
the particle propagates in discrete steps deter-
mined by a dynamic internal degree of freedom,
and (ii) the continuous-time quantum walk (2),
in which the dynamics is described by a time-
independent lattice Hamiltonian.
Experimentally, quantum walks have been im-

plemented for photons (4), trapped ions (5, 6),
and neutral atoms (7–9), among other platforms
(4). Until recently, most experiments were aimed
at observing the quantum walks of a single quan-
tum particle, which are described by classical
wave equations.
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